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SOME PHYSICIAN FRIENDS OF
JOSEPH FARINGTON, R.A.*
GEORGE H. SMITH
Of all the forms of literary composition that serve to beguile
and to bring content for an idle hour, none can compare with those
laconic notes that faithfully record daily events-and the opinions
derived from them-in the form of the diary. Nowhere can human
nature be more revealing, both through what is recorded and through
what is left unsaid, than in such a chronicle. In fact, it is often
those unexpressed details which are most intriguing, and thus confer
upon the printed lines their greatest charm. One is able to make
full use of the imaginative faculty, building up not only a complete
and possibly reasonably true picture ofthe diarist but also, by making
the life of the author one's own, to formulate a personality, admir-
able or otherwise, whose reactions become, if not expected, at least
understandable. The ambitions with their consequent achievements
or failures, the intrigues that matured in accord with plans or that
were overset bycounter-plots, even the more hum-drum facts of daily
life become items of importance, and only by exercize of restraint
can one avoid adoption of the point of view of the writer.
Of course, the charm of the diary, as contrasted with its value
as a source of information, lies in its spontaneity; its freedom from
the hindsight that tends to make the memoir, so obviously written
for publication, so dry and disconcerting through its very omnis-
cience. Certainly, our good, but weak, friend Thomas Turnert
would never have opened his daily morning installment with a fer-
vent and, one must believe, sincere prayer that his footsteps would
not that day be turned toward the tap-room of the Hoathly pub
had he realized-what every reader soon knows-that such prayers
could be of no avail and that his home-coming was inevitably to be
conditioned upon the kind offices of his less inebriated neighbors;
nordoes it seem probable that the more-or-less frequent backslidings,
chiefly with those whose mission it was to outwit the excise-men, of
* Read before the Beaumont Medical Club, 12 December, 1941.
t The Diary of Thomas Turner of East Hoathly (1754-1765), edited by
Florence Maris Turner (Mrs. Charles Lamb). John Lane The Bodley Head, Ltd.,
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that amiable cleric, Parson Woodforde,* would have been so frankly
recorded had he intended to exhibit his failings before a world some-
what lacking in sympathetic understanding. But such evidence of
plain, weak, human nature is the essence of the genuine record of
the diary that gives greatest pleasure, and such internal evidences
of fancy and foible add to the satisfaction to be derived from reading
the Diary of Joseph Farington, R.A.
Of Farington, himself, no extensive biographical material is
available, although there are few autobiographical accounts of the
period in which his name does not find mention, and it is doubtful
if any formal biography of him could be more revealing than is his
diary itself. A product of Lancashire, he seems to have been the
only member of his immediate branch of the family to acquire dis-
tinction or, at least, recognition in the arts; all others, save a younger
brother, having followed careers in His Majesty's Navy or in the
merchant marine.
Joseph Farington was born in 1747 and, aside from the fact that
he was a pupil of Richard Wilson,t there is little recorded of his life
prior to the date of the opening page of his diary in July, 1793.
By this time he had gained his place in London, leading a leisurely
sort of life and already established as the behind-the-scenes director
of affairs artistic that he was to be until his death in 1821. Unlike
so many of his contemporaries, he does not seem to have suffered
from lack of funds, a fact due, perhaps, to his sale in 1779 to Empress
Catherine of Russia of a collection of his landscapes for the sum of
over f40,000-aprice which causedWalpole much concern. More-
over, his diaries bear ample evidence that in him artistic ability was
conjoined with business acumen, as attested by his dealings with
Cadell the publisher. Thus, he had ample time to follow his bent
of dining out, of establishing relationships with all the great and
near-great of histime-politicians, literaryfigures, artists, merchants,
actors, coffee-house proprietors,-of travelling throughout the Brit-
ish Isles seeking scenes for his brush and to Parist to satisfy his
* The Diary of a Country Parson: The Reverend James Woodforde, edited by
John Beresford. 5 vols. H. Milford, Oxford Univ. Press, Lond., 1924-1931.
t Notes identifying some of the persons mentioned appear as an addendum.
t It was while on this visit to Paris that Farington made the acquaintance of
the "Hartford Wit," Joel Barlow. Benjamin West gave "a very elegant cold cola-
tion," and Joel Barlow found himself seated between Madame La Harpe and
Madame Le Brun. Farington described Barlow as follows: "The person of Joel
Barlow is tall & bony. His countenance ill-favored but his look thoughtful &
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curiosity as to Napoleon's personal appearance and Madame
Recamier's bedroom, and with it all, of maintaining the dignity,
the independence, and the solvency of the Royal Academy during
the nominal reign of the maladroit Benjamin West.
With some of the leading medical men of his day he was inti-
mate, of others helearned much through dinner-table and club-room
discussions. All medical topics held great fascination for him, and
one cannot but believe that he felt more than a trace of antipathy
toward those leaders of the profession who, in his view, received so
great rewards for accomplishing so little. He also-although he
dwelt on Upper Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square, and consequently
would work for weeks on the seating arrangement for the Academy
annual dinner-felt at times not a little concern at the enforced
dignity insisted upon by the eminent practitioners at the expense, it
seemed to him, of the welfare of their patients. Quite obviously a
dread of impending old age and a fear of illness, rather than any
interest in medicine above that exhibited for many topics, explains
many of his careful notations about the effects upon well-being of
food, wines, and clothing.
Of the Diaries themselves little need be said. As has been
stated, the published material covers the period from July, 1793, to
December, 1821, the last record being made on the afternoon of
December 30, the date of Farington's death.* As edited by James
Greig and published by Hutchinson & Co., London, they comprise
eight volumes filled with interesting information. Quite naturally,
their greatest interest is for those who would know more about the
art and the artists of the period, but they are not without interest to
shrewd. To reflect & to observe seem to be his habit, and it is expressed in his
appearance. His head is shrunk between his Shoulders, and constantly leans to one
side; and one of his hands is invariably placed upon his breast, as it were to support
his chin; a common action of consideration. So much of description of one who
distinguished himself in the late days of speculation and trouble, as a Reformer of
political constitutions; and with others proved to the world the danger of endeavour-
ing to carry visionary Theories into practise, at the risk of all the horrors of bloodshed
and confusion."
* Farington died while upon a visit to his brother. The last entry in the Diary
begins, "Didsbury Church I went to morng. and afternoon, my brother remaining
at home on acct. of his cold . . ." Farington also went to the evening service,
occupying his brother's pew in the gallery. The service concluded, Farington was
descending the stairs encumbered with hat, umbrella, prayer-book, and "Golloshes"
when he slipped and fell to the church floor. Death was instantaneous.YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
those who would know more of the medicine and the medical prac-
titioner of that day,-the day of Baillie, Ainslie, Carlisle, Farquhar,
Jenner, Monro, Reynolds, and Willis. Throughout their pages
will be found comment on the personal or professional qualities of
almost two hundred physicians and surgeons, the portrayal in some
instances giving a picture that is remarkably complete. Of scarcely
less interest are some of the patients of these doctors, ranging from
Royalty in need ofthe "Mad Doctors" to the destitute painter James
Barry for whom the services of Anthony Carlisle were obtained.
The reader of The Farington Diary must not expect that
piquancy and Rabelaisian flavor found in those earlier chronicles of
John Evelyn and of Samuel Pepys; one must remember that prior
to the final entries of this Diary there was born one, who, as Alex-
andrina Victoria, was to dominate an era quite remote in manners, if
not in men, from that led by George III. and his seven sons.
Furthermore, one may well wonder if the diarist was wholly devoid
of a sense of humor; perhaps he was one of those gifted persons
who with a straight face can recount the most preposterous tales.
Not a word of comment does he offer when his friend Humphrey
demonstrated that he was but following the advice of Doctor Pearson
in wearing "His coat, Six waistcoats, & His shirt . . . to counteract
a weakness to the stomach," or in recording the fact that "Romney,
. . . in his House at Hampstead, a French man & His wife are
domesticated with him. A strange association . . . but the woman is
pretty." There is just the possibility that exasperation only
prompted the terse statement of July 3, 1810, to the effect that
"Carlisle left us soon after tea, and the conversation from that period
became better . . .," as also in the record that "The evening was
passed not in conversation but in listening to a succession of opinions,
& explanations delivered by Coleridge," to which statement Faring-
ton adds that he "was much fatigued by that sort of confinement."
By implication, this suggests that the weekly dinners of the Royal
Academy Club, the parties at the Percy Coffee House, the Ship
Tavern, and at Old Slaughters were less "confining," and from
which they could adjourn to interview the Hottentots at Sir Joseph
Banks', to witness the Gulley-Belcher prize-fight at Lord Elgin's,
or to see the Virginia rattlesnakes, or, at a house in Piccadilly,
examine the great Daniell Lambert, who at "upwards of 50 stone"
weighed 91 pounds more than the "great Mr. Bright." Doubtless,
it was at these more congenial gatherings that Farington gained
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much of his information bearing on the physicians of his day, some
through the channel of gossip, much through direct association.
Of the many who appear and reappear throughout this record
of more than a quarter century but a few can be singled out for com-
ment in the terms used by the diarist. Selection for this purpose
is difficult, for interesting items appear repeatedly throwing much
light on the personal qualities of the prominent medical men of the
day. Much is said of the kindly Baillie; Astley Cooper is not
neglected; Ainslie, Cline, Farquhar, Halford, Home, Monro, and
others are presented in many lights and from many angles. Nor is
Godbold, "The Prince of Quackes" and his Vegetable Balsam and
Swainson with his Velno's Vegetable Syrup disregarded. Fordyce
is mentioned repeatedly, usually in connection with his weakness for
the bottle, as is also John Hunter, who, in the summer of 1793,
removed a tumor from the back of the diarist. Reynolds, who had
the fortitude to refuse to permit the aged and unbalanced Lady
Salisbury to will him all her property; Vaughan, who conducted
Nollekens under cover of darkness to the coffin of Fox at Chiswick
in order that he might have a cast of the face of the great Charles
James; and, of course, that "great Victor of Insanity," the Reverend
Francis Willis, could not escape attention. "Peter Pindar" quite
inevitably must enter into any account of the period.
For the present, however, we may well limit discussion to two
of the host of medical men who, for better or for worse, find a place
in Farington's day-by-day account of his life and his period. These
two are Jenner,-selected because the Diary offers certain, sidelights
on his character which I have not seen elsewhere in print, and
Anthony Carlisle,* of scantybiographical notice compared to many of
the other practitioners of his day, and yet a competent and versatile
gentleman.
EDWARD JENNER
References to Jenner are scattered throughout the Diary over the
period from September, 1796, to May, 1814. It seems quite evi-
dent that Farington and Jenner were well acquainted, that when
Jenner was in London they frequently met, that they had many
mutual friends, and that they had contacts in Cheltenham. Further-
more, perusal of the Diary makes it certain that a matter such as
* Comment on Carlisle may appear at a later date.
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the problem of vaccination would of itself hold great interest for
Farington, for he was interested in everything.
But Farington's references to Jenner bear on several points other
than the question of small-pox vaccination,.and reveal, or suggest,
aspects of Jenner's capacities and of his life that are usually over-
looked. It may well be that the vaccinia observations have quite
obscured by their importance other attributes that deserve consider-
ation. For example, it is known that Jenner, like so many medical
men of his period, could not resist the temptation to write verse.
No one, I think, has ever suggested that his contributions in this
field were of exceptional merit; he was decidedly a minor poet, but
the mere fact that he had leanings in this direction makes it quite
understandable that he should possess and take pleasure in showing
the lines which were omitted from the Elegy by Gray. The entry
bearing on this point (September 27, 1796) follows:
Dr. Jenner shewed us some lines which the Revd. Dr. Steevens gave him
as having been written by Gray as part of his elegy in a country Church Yard,
but they were omitted.-
"Some rural Lais with all conquering charms,
Perhaps now moulders in the grassy bourne,
Some Helen, vain to set the fields in arms,
Some Emma dead of gentle love forlorn."
Doubtless Gray's second judgment is to be commended, and
perhaps the Elegy suffered but little by substituting for these ladies
the "village Hampden," the "inglorious Milton," and the "guiltless
Cromwell"; certainly Jenner gained the more by the omission.
Before turning to the Diary for the light it may throw on
Jenner's clinical abilities, and for its contributions to the vaccination
story, it is interesting to note a much later item (February 17, 1809)
which, in a rather amusing way, shows Jenner's habit of observation
as applied to the commonplace. The quotation from the Diary tells
the story:
Lawrence I dined with . .. Dr. Jenner observed . . . that he could by
smelling at His Handkerchief on going out of London ascertain when He
came into an atmosphere untainted by London air. His method was to smell
at His Handkerchief occasionally, and while He continued within the London
atmosphere He could never be sensible of any taint upon it; but, for instance,
when He approached Blackheath & took His Handkerchief out of His pocket
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where it had not been exposed to the better air of that situation, His sense of
smelling having become more pure, He could perceive the taint. His calcu-
lation was that the air of London affected that in the vicinity to a distance
of 3 miles.
The references to Jenner's practise of medicine are for the most
part fragmentary and intermingled with other material. The fact
that Jenner's views are thus inserted, in many instances in places
where no obvious connection with the main items of the Diary can
be detected, suggests that for Farington any opinion voiced by
Jenner was worthy of record. On the other hand, it must be
admitted thatthediaristseldom overlooked an opportunityto acquire
medical knowledge or opinions, from whatever source they may
have come, and without regard to what subject they might apply.
Thus, the very first reference to Jenner is of that character (Sep-
tember 13, 1796). It reads:
Dr. Jenner was some years ago with John Hunter, and, had He preferred
a town life might have been connected with him in Business. He had known
Loutherburgh, and observed that he does not receive remarks on his work
graciously. While Loutherburgh was painting one day, John Hunter
remarked that a certain part was too green. "Not green enough," said
Loutherburgh, and dipping his pencil in the strongest green colour put it on
the canvass.
Foote, the Surgeon, became rancorous against John Hunter, because the
latter had seemed to describe a Bougie which Foote had invented as not neces-
sary. To revenge himself He wrote of Hunter with much malignancy &
asserted many falsehoods.
Dr. Jenner has a great opinion of the Cheltenham Waters, but they may
be drank imprudently, which He sees in the countenances of many Young
Ladies at the well. Above 3000 people have drank them this Season, not
one who came for the benefit of them has died.
It would seem that the last sentence is a bit ambiguous, but at all
events it speaks well either for the water or for the stamina of the
"Young Ladies." But, however that may be, quite clearly Far-
ington and Jenner were discussing things in general, and the latter
had been led to recount some of his experiences with Hunter.
Jenner was not, however, one of those who believed that he
could rely on the Cheltenham Waters exclusively. In September,
1803, Farington went to Cheltenham and there met his brother
Henry, who was seeking benefit from the waters. He found him
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rather better than he had expected, but he records (September 9,
1803):
Though His general appearance is better, He is not free from complaint,
and Dr. Jenner, who practises here as a Physician in the Season, has recom-
mended to him to rub in Mercury for his Liver complaint.
Apparently, also, the entry of September 24, 1796, represents
Jenner's replies to a quizzing at the hands of Farington:
Dr. Jenner has found that in insane patients He has moderated their vio-
lence by keeping them sick with tartar emetic.
He observed that a person is more liable to take cold who suddenly
removes from cold to heat than from heat to cold.
Camphor water is an excellent medicine for nervous complaints.
Thus, with admirable brevity, does he.record, quite possibly for
future use, Jenner's preferred treatment for diverse conditions; and,
if we may judge from the manner in which Farington's advice was
generously given to those of his friends who were ailing, we may be
very sure that the camphor water and possibly the tartar emetic
received fair trial.
In the Diary for the year 1814 (May 14) appears the last
reference to Jenner, and here he appears in the role of medical
advisor to Samuel Lysons. This, as we know, was during the period
when Jenner was in London for the last time. Lysons had been ill
for some time; Jenner was called in to see him and, manifestly,
Baillie had been asked to join him in consultation. As one reads
the account in the Diary it becomes evident that Farington, possibly
uninvited, entered into the consultation also; and Samuel Lysons
being the man he was, it would not be wholly unreasonable to believe
that he listened to his old friend Farington as sympathetically as
he did to the professional advice of Jenner and of Baillie. At all
events, advice he received from all three, as follows:
Lysons I called on in the afternoon. He looked ill. His face a bad
colour & thin; His eyes yellow and heavy, with a quick light spot at the point
of vision. He spoke as desirous to make the best of His State, but said He
had not got the better of His essential complaint; that He went to bed at 1/2
past 10 & usually slept 7 hours, and when He rose at 1/2 past 6 or 7 oClock
His pulse was at 80, but after any exercise or exertion it still rose to 90 or
more, and what He called "a sinking of the Heart" accompanied it. Dr.
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Jenner recommended to Him to eat roast meat in preference to Boiled meat,
as it contained more nourishment, and He advised him to dine of meat &
bread only, forbearing from vegetables, as by that means He would take in a
larger proportion of really nourishing food.
It was strongly recommended to Him by Dr. Baillie & Dr. Jenner to
forbear from application to study, as rest for His mind was highly necessary;
but said He, "What can I do, I cannot sit wholly idle?" I told Him that
His known activity and industry made the advice of His Physicians prudent,
but that I apprehended that if He would limit His application so far as to
make it rather an amusement, it might be beneficial to Him. It was over-
exertion of mind that was dangerous. Before I left Him I manifestly saw
that He was considerably weakened in His bodily state, for contrary to His
usual ardent manner, His conversation sunk into short answers to what I said.
On the whole I felt convinced that His constitution was labouring under great
difficulty. He said He continued to take the Blue pgl every night, containing
5 grains of mercury so prepared as to moderate its effect. He was prohibited
the use of wine or malt liquor...
Whether it was the roast meat, the blue pill, or the control of
his application to study cannot be known, but Samuel Lysons lived
on for a full five years, until the 30th of June, 1819. In the mean-
time, although afflicted with a rheumatism which "only Gum plaster
would relieve" he attended the Royal Society Club dinners; he for
the first time "kept a carriage," thanks to a legacy from the widow
of the old Dr. Lysons of Bath; he rushed about town with an
account of the discovery of the fate of Capt. Bligh and the ship
Bounty; he took his politics seriously with "His mind full of the
expected contested election for Gloucester, viz. Mr. Bransby
Cooper, against Mr. Webb"; he became highly excited over the dis-
covery "that Sir Philip Francis was the author of the letters by
Junius"; and he finally posted off into the country, only to die in
an "Arm chair at the Ram Inn in Cirencester."
Accepting an invitation, Farington, with others, dined with the
Honourable William Wilberforce on July 19, 1806. It is not diffi-
cult to believe that the occasion was not a casual meeting of kindred
minds, but rather that it represented a procedure which at a later
date might betermed"lobbying." The record of the occasion found
in the Diary suggests that the whole purpose was to imbue the
philanthropic Wilberforce, perhaps by distracting his attention
momentarily from his anti-slavery activity, with a greater enthusiasm
than he had hitherto shown for the cause of vaccination. Certainly,
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the intent was to enlist his support in a movement to gain for Jenner
additional financial recognition. At all events, in Farington's words
(July 19, 1806):
We dined at 1/2 past 4 & went to tea 1/4 before 7. Mr. Bernard, late
of the Foundling Hospital, came in & with Him a young man of the name
of Baker. He is in a state of much acquaintance with Wilberforce & appeared
[to] come now for the purpose of engaging him to meet some other gentlemen
on the business of Dr. Jenner & Vaccination.
Just why Joseph Farington should have been called upon to
attend this meeting is not clear. He could hardly have had any
very great regard for, or influence with, Wilberforce, whom he had
already characterized in his Diary as a man who ". . . had too much
tautology, too much self, & alluded to or mixed religion too much
with his subject." But if not intimate with Wilberforce, he was
most assuredly interested in the fortunes of Jenner and in the subject
of vaccination. Only three weeks before he had discussed the matter
in detail with Dr. Grant, who had told him:
. . . that owing to a prejudice excited by pamphlets against Vaccine
Innoculation, and great numbers refusing to adopt it, while great numbers
apply it, the disorder is perpetually prevailing which causes the infection to be
taken in the natural way by so many, & the consequences are so fatal, that
the Bills of mortality shew that there are now more deaths by the Small Pox
than there were before the Vaccine Innoculation was known. Dr. Grant
said that when the face of a patient is covered much with the Small Pox, the
way to prevent the surface of it from bearing marks of the disorder is, to
open each Pock, when ripe, & let out the matter, which, otherways, after the
disorder has ceased, corrodes the flesh & establishes visible marks.
After hearing such an alarming statement there is no reason why
Farington should not be interested in vaccination; it could not fail to
hold his attention as much, at least, as the Mamaluke Chief, the
insanity ofHackney coachman due to a constant shaking of the pineal
gland, or the under-water vessel contrived by "Fulton, a painter &
an American." And, for Farington to find a cause meant that he
must pursue it.
But to return to the meetingwhich sought to convert Wilberforce
into an agent for good. The "young man of the name of Baker"
continued 'by saying:
He had brought the matter forward to Lord Henry Petty who on first
application to Him appointed a time for the consideration of it after public
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finance business should have been discussed. He spoke handsomely of Lord
Henry in which Wilberforce concurred. Mr. Bernard sd. that what He had
proposed to Lord Henry was to grant to Dr. Jenner a pension of £100 a
year for His life, and £6000 to recompense Him for expenses He had been
at in consequence of his having promulgated His discovery of Vaccination.
He said Dr. Jenner had been almost ruined by it. On His making the
knowledge of it known publickly, His friends urged Him to remove from
Berkely in Gloucestershire where he had long resided, and to take a House in
London where, it was concluded, He wd. be the first to be applied to, but
it did not prove to be the case. Medical men of every description considered
themselves equally competent to use it, & the consequence was that He had so
little employ, that He told Mr. Bernard that He had never got enough to
defray the single expense of His carriage. The most He ever got in one year
was £140.
On finding His expences much greater than His income Jenner retired
again to Berkeley but there also He found Himself a sufferer as during His
absence one or two physicians had established themselves, at that place & now
divided the practise with Him. In addition to this loss He was subject to a
large expense from Correspondence from all parts to the amount of £100 a
year. Wilberforce appeared to be fully disposed to vote for a farther
remuneration to Jenner than he has yet recd.
The opposition to Vaccine Innoculation was spoken of & its destructive
effects & the necessity of doing something to prevent it. Wilberforce had said
in the House, when the difficulty of discouraging the natural small pox was
under discussion "Should the plague appear in the Country wd. you not con-
sider it necessary to stop its progress, & why not this fatal disorder." Bernard
much approved this.
Dr. Jenner's disinterestedness was mentioned. Before He published an
acct. of his discovery, Sir Walter Farquhar sd. to Him that if He chose to
preserve it a secret He might make £100,000 by it. It wd. be easy for Him
to prove its value to Medical men of Character, who wd. recommend &
warrant its efficacy, which wd. enable Him to get £10,000 a year by it;
but Dr. Jenner determined to give it at once to the world.
What Sir Walter's reaction may have been to this refusal to meet
opportunity even half-way, the Farington Diary does not state, but
there is a later entry (September 8, 1809) describing a dinner where
there was:
Much conversation abt. the Physicians of London. Dr. Baillie [was]
allowed to be the first in practise, & makes probably £10,000 a yr. Sir
Walter Farquhar had a run for sometime, being supported by the Duchess
of Gordon, Mr. Pitt, &c, but He is now only in the 3rd or 4th line.
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Then comes this suggestive sentence:
He never had the opinion of the other Physicians with Him, & it has
been observed that unless a Physician is supported in His reputation by the
acknowledgment of his claim by the Corps of Physicians His reputation will
only be temporary.
To this, Farington adds no comment, but one would like to
believe-indeed, one is forced to believe-that his sympathies were
with Jenner rather than otherwise.
But the meeting with Wilberforce is not yet over, in fact, it
remained for Wilberforce, himself, to express his views. Farington
continues:
Wilberforce sd. that obstinacy of the people in refusing to avail themselves
of it seemed to rise out of their Characteristic disposition; they would be at
liberty, & sulkily say, They wd. do as they pleased with their own. "I will,"
continued He pleasantly, "have a right of choice,-if I have a mind to beat
my wife who shall hinder me." But, He added, though people cannot be
forced to use Vaccine Innoculation, some innoculation has spread much more
considerably in other Countries than in England: Even in remote Countries,
and even in China, a country in which innovation is jealously opposed, it had
been admitted. In India it is used.
The vote and the support of Wilberforce were thus assured.
But itseems that the discussion ofthe "public finance business" bythe
Lord Henry Petty required some little time, or that the Wilber-
force arguments failed to carry the conviction one might have
expected. In any case, no further mention of vaccination or a
reward to Jenner appears in the Diary until a little over a year had
elapsed. Then we find (July 29, 1807):
This day (Wednesday 29th) Mr. Perceval, Chancellor of the Exchequer
moved that £10,000 be granted to His Majesty to remunerate Dr. Edward
Jenner, as a further reward for promulgating His discovery of Vaccine Innoc-
ulation: to be pd. witht. any deduction. Mr. Morris moved an Amendment,
That £20,000 be inserted instead of £10,000, Seconded by Sir John Sebright.
For Mr. Morris' amendment 60
Against it ....... 47
13
Mr. Perceval persisted in his proposal to give only £10,000.
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Although Farington makes no further reference to the grant, it
is gratifying to learn that Mr. Perceval's persistence was ineffectual,
and that the grant of £20,000 without deductions for fees,* was
made. One would like to believe that the 13 decisive votes could
be credited to the eloquence of Mr. Wilberforce.
Quite naturally, in due course, Farington records:
Dr. Jenner has lately had a remitance of £4000 from India, a gift for
his invaluable discovery.
This, on November 24, 1807, and again on December 5, 1811, he
writes:
I walked to Lysons's Chambers in the Temple & with Him I went to the
Royal Society Club to dinner. Sir Joseph Banks . . . told me that He had
just recd. from the Institute Society, in Paris, the Official Documents which
constitute Dr. Jenner, author of the Vaccine Discovery, a member of the
Institute. . . We dined at 5 oClock precisely. I noticed that Sir Joseph,
who is in a very invalid like state ate only fish & pudding & drank no wine.
On the contrary His left-hand neighbour Sir Everard Home, the celebrated
Surgeon, filled his glass with Port Wine every time that the bottle came
round...
The Diary contains but one more item relating to Jenner. The
James Phipps-Sarah Nelmes story of vaccination must have been
well known to Farington, and he assuredly regarded his friend
Edward Jenner as the "author of the Vaccine Discovery." It is easy
to believe, therefore, that he might well be shocked at renewal of
a report tending tothrowdoubt upon so important a matter. Under
date of November 5, 1807, he writes:
On Tuesday Oct. 27, at a meeting of the Governors of the Hospital at
Exeter, the Revd. Jonas Dennis stated to the honor of the County, that the
first discovery of vaccination was made abt. 40 years ago, by a Mr. Bragge of
Axminster, who ascertained that the Cow Pox was not only a preventative of
the Small Pox but also that it might be communicated by means of innocula-
tion. Dr. Jenner had the merit & had been the means of the happy instru-
ment of extending its practise, but it proved that vaccination was not so novel
as some had imagined.
* But fees were inescapable. Despite the vote, Jenner was forced to pay fees
to the amount of £58, 18s. 1Od., but this compared favorably with the deductions
of £977 required in connection with Jenner's first Parliamentary grant.
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Thus briefly, and without comment, is recorded the case of
another claimant, Mr. Bragge of Axminster, championed this time
by the Rev. Jonas Dennis, in the place of his former sponsor, the
Rev. Herman Drew. Possibly Farington's restraint may have been
due to knowledge of the fact that the claim of Mr. Nicholas Bragge
had been quite effectively disposed of five years before.
Such are the fragments offered by the Diary bearing on Edward
jenner. One can not read these lines without at the same time
reading much between the lines and without evaluating Farington's
comment on Jenner in its contrast with that on so many other persons
who came within the scope of Farington's experience and his pen.
Farington was critical and he was forthright; he saw the men of his
day in the light of the period, and we may be sure that he was not
writing for the future. All of this makes it evident that the rela-
tionship between Jenner and the diarist was essentially one of
friendship and respect.
ADDENDUM
HENRY AINSLIE (1760-1834) was son of Dr. James Ainslie of Kendal. Educated at
Cambridge, he became a physician at Addenbrooke's Hospital in 1787, although he
did not receive his M.D. until 1793. He then left Cambridge for London, became
active in the-College of Physicians and associated with St. Thomas's Hospital. He
never established a very considerable practise, but he was considered "a man of much
acquirement & of accomplished manners" who always took his guinea a visit and
who was always called in by Dr. Reynolds to prescribe for him and. for the members
of his family. In 1828, because of ill-health, he retired from active work, and 6
years later he died at Grizedale, co. Northumberland, on 26 Oct., 1834.
MATrHEW BAILLE (1761-1823) was a Scot, who became the leading medical con-
sultant of his day. Born at Shotts, Lanarkshire, 27 Oct., 1761, this son of the Rev.
James Baillie came by his medical ability quite honestly, for his mother, Dorothea,
was a sister of John and William Hunter, and it was only through pressure brought
to bear by the Hunters that the young Matthew was induced to forego a career in
divinity. With William Hunter he studied, and from William HIunter Baillie received
the Windmill Street Museum and a legacy of but £100 a year, for, said Hunter, he
would ". . . leave him little money, as he had derived too much pleasure from making
his own fortune to deprive him [Baillie] of doing the same." At a guinea fee per
visit Baillie maintained for some years an income of at least £10,000 a year, thus
fulfilling in part at least his uncle's prediction.
Baillie's Morbid Anatomy of Some of the Most Important Parts of the Body was
the first attempt to treat pathology as a distinct subject. That Baillie is quite uni-
formly spoken of as the "kindly doctor" is no less important than is the fact that he
was the last possessor of the Gold-Headed Cane. Baillie died of phthisis at his
country place in Gloucestershire on 23 Sept., 1823.
SIR JosEPH BANKS (1743-1820), the son of William Banks, the successful Lincolnshire
physician, was born in Argyle Street, London, on 13 Feb., 1743. Study at Oxford
turned him toward natural science, and paved the way for his somewhat despotic rule,
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Taking aavantage of his ample fortune, he carried out expeditions to Labrador, to
the Pacific in the Endeavour with Capt. Cook, and to Iceland and the Hebrides. He
did much, despite his "blindspots," to elevate British science, more through the
efforts of those financed by him than through his own discoveries, which were many.
It is curious that Jenner should write that: "Mr. Bankes . .. was no friend either
to me or my cause," and at the same time admit that the refusal to allow his paper
on Variolae Vaccinae to be published in the Transactions of the Royal Society was due
to the opposition of Everard Home, rather than to Banks.
SirJoseph died at Isleworth on 19 June, 1820.
JAMES BARRY, R.A. (1741-1806) was born at Cork, and was intended to become, with
his father, a coasting trader. With the impulsiveness which was to characterize his
career, he rebelled against a life on shipboard, and at the age of 17 he started out as
a painter in oils. From Dublin he went to London, where he gained the patronage of
Burke. Made a member of the Royal Academy, he was appointed Professor of Paint-
ing in 1782 at a salary of£30 a year, but after a somewhat embattled period, he, in
1799, wrote his Letter to the Dilettainti Society. This led to his being expelled from
the Academy, and it was only through private subscriptions that he was enabled to
live and finish his Pandora.
Farington records (22 Feb., 1806): "This day died James Barry, Historical painter,
aged 65," and a further account of his illness continues, "Barry was observed at the
eating House where He usually dined to be very unwell. A person who knew him
took Him to His House in a Coach, but on attempting fo open the door with a Key
which Barry had in his pocket He found that some boys, as supposed, had filled the
Key hole with dirt & stones so that it could not be unlocked. Upon that He took
Barry to a Fruiteress in Mortimer St. where lodgings were to be let & had him put
to bed. In the night Barry's nose bled very much & so damaged the bed, that in the
morning the people insisted upon his being removed & they charged 36 shillings for the
damage done. In this emergency He was taken to Bonomi's in Titchlield St. where
through the humanity of Mrs. Bonomi He was taken in, although Bonomi was then
so unwell as to be obliged to have a bed, on the ground floor. Here Barry grew
worse, & it appeared that violent humourshad been floating in his constitution which
at one time seemed, to produce an effect like appoplexy, but it was not so, and the
disorder which became positive was in his Chest."
Thus was Barry taken ill on 6 Feb., 1806; thus through the kindness of the wife
of Joseph Bonomi, A.R.A., did he receive care; and it was through a gift of £200
from Sir Robert Peel that Barry was able to have a funeral on March 14th.
BELCHER is quite obviously of the fighting Belchers. Beyond what Farington has to
say of the entertainment at Lord Elgin's I know nothing. The Diary records "July 29
[18081 Lord Elgin's I went to at one oClock to a Pugilistic Sparring match. Gu!ley
sparred with Belcher-Dutch Sam with Belcher Junr. Jackson with Gulley."
SIR THOMAS BERNARD (1750-1818) was a son of the Sir Francis Bernard, who, as
Governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony from 1760 to 1779, contributed so much
to the policy which culminated in the American Revolution. Thomas, the son, born
at Lincoln 27 Apr., 1750, and educated, in part, at Harvard College, became active
as a social reformer in England. With that remarkable American, Benjamin Thomp-
son (Count Rumford) he originated the Royal Institution, and was active in behalf
of the blind, in promoting vaccination, in controlling child labor, and in extending
education. Although a member of the bar, he spent most of his time in social work,
not a little of it as Treasurer of the Foundling Hospital.
He died s. p. 1 July, 1818.
WILLIAM BLIGH (1754-1817). The Cornishman sailing-master under Capt. Cook who
has become so well known through the agency of Nordhoff and Hall, though his name
was not without glamour in pre-cinema days. The tale of the Bounty, of Fletcher
Christian, and of Pitcairn Island constitutes but a fragment of the saga of this
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NICHOLAS BRAGGE. It is probable that the claims of "Mr. Bragge of Axminster" were
urged not so much by Bragge himself as by others who were opposed either to
vaccination or to Jenner. Doubtless Mr. Bragge, farmer Jesty, Mrs. Rendall, surgeon
Nash, and many others had noted a connection between cow-pox and small pox. No
effort has been made to establish the identity of Mr. Bragge, who, unwittingly,
established the "honor of the County."
THOMAS CADELL, the elder (1742-1802).
THOMAS CADELL, the younger (1773-1836).
With both of these Farington was intimate, especially in connection with matters
pertaining to the publication of illustrated works.
The elder Cadell. a native of Bristol, proved to be an exceptionally able man.
At the age of 16 he apprenticed himself to Andrew Millar, publisher, of the Strand,
and 9 years later he had acquired the business, through which he became quite wealthy.
Cadell was an intimate of Dr. Johnson, and later, when the publishing business came
into the hands of Thomas Cadell the younger, Boswell sold the copyright on the
Doctor's Life to him for £300, and, as Farington says, this "proved a very good bargain
for the purchaser."
SIR ANTHONY CARLISLE (1768-1840), born at Stillington, co. Durham, 15 Feb., 1768.
He was early apprenticed to an uncle at York for the study of medicine, but the
uncle dying, he went to William Green, surgeon to the recently founded County
Hospital at Durham. Later he came to London as resident pupil of Henry Watson
and attended the lectures of Cruikshank and Hunter at Great Windmill Street; he
was admitted to the Corporation of Surgeons in 1792. Carlisle declined Hunter's
offer of a Prosectorship in his Museum, choosing to succeed Watson as Surgeon to
the Westminster Hospital.
But Carlisle was more than a surgeon; he was an excellent teacher, a comparative
anatomist, an archaeologist (as was his brother Nicholas), a lover of black-letter
books, and an artist (Professor of Anatomy at the Royal Academy).
A handsome, versatile gentleman, with many friends, he could upon occasion exhibit
an underlying vanity and a capacity for criticism unequaled by his contemporaries.
Anthony Carlisle of Soho Square, died at his house in Longham Place, 2 Nov., 1840.
HENRY CLINE (1750-1820). Born in London in 1750, Henry Cline was apprenticed
to Thomas Smith at Surgeon's Hall, became proficient in his field, and, according to
John South (who paid Cline £500 as his apprenticeship fee), was "an amiable, scientific,
and honourable man." He had, however, his peculiarities; for example, imm,ediately
after completion of the ceremony of his marriage to Miss Webb, he dashed out of
the house, rushed to the Hospital, delivered his lecture, and returned to meet his bride
and friends at dinner. All of this despite the fact that in his "short knee-breeches
and black silk stockings and brown coat" his lectures "went on in a quiet monotonous
tone . . . till the day's allotment was completed."
He was eminently successful in his practise throughout his later years and acquired
a considerable fortune. He died at his father's house in Lincoln's Inn Fields on
27 May, 1820, of phthisis.
ASTLEY PASTON COOPER (1786-1841). Born at Shotisham, Norfolk, on 23 Aug., 1768,
one of the 10 children of the Rev. Samuel Cooper, young Cooper conformed in all
respects to the adage bearing on the behavior of preacher's sons. Doubtless it was
with some relief to those of Brooke Hall when, at the age of 16 he was sent to
London as an articled pupil of his surgeon uncle, William Cooper, who, in turn,
after a brief experience with the lad, gladly turned him over to Henry Cline. Cooper
was a volatile person, with no interest in books, but with an abiding interest in dis-
section,-the dead elephant which he introduced into his house causing more than a
little neighborhood comment, and his collaboration with the Resurrectionist, Mr.
Murphy, calling for a Parliamentary enquiry. But he was an excellent lecturer and
a capable surgeon; he practically insisted upon an autopsy permission from each of
his patients, and with this assured, he affirmed: "Give me opium, tartarized antimony,
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Cooper are without number, all attesting to his originality, his imagination, humor,
and scepticism. He died 12 Feb., 1841, leaving instructions that his autopsy results be
recorded in Guy's Hospital Reports.
ROBERT BRANSBY COOPER, brother of Astley Paston Cooper, was the eldest son of the
Rev. Samuel Cooper, D.D., curate of Great Yarmouth. He engaged in political
activity, and was M.P. for Gloucester for a period of 12 years (1818-1830). It was
the hotly contested election for 1816 that caused Lysons so much concern, and which
brother Astley supported with so "much zeal" and, I believe, with considerable financial
backing. Doubtless the fraternal interest was due in part to the fact that opposition
to anything and everything in the Whig interest was regarded as meritorious.
JONAS DENNIS. The Reverend Jonas Dennis seems to have left no particular mark.
He is not to be found in the D.N.B., nor have I encountered his name in any other
connection than his attendance at the meeting of the Governors of the Hospital at
Exeter, when he made his statement in favor of Mr. Bragge.
HERMAN DREw. The Reverend Herman Drew has not been identified other than
through the mention made of him in conjunction with priority claims to the discovery
of vaccination. It may well be that Mr. Drew's motives were of the best, as suggested
by Baron in his Life of Jenner. In any case, he exhibited zeal in collecting reports
from Mr. Downe of Bridport, Mr. Bragge of Axminster, Mr. Barnes of Collyton,
and Mr. Dolling of Blandford, and in transmitting these to Sir George Baker, who,
apparently, did not take the matter seriously.
LoRD ELGIN = Thomas Bruce, 7th Earl of Elgin, l1th Earl of Kincardine (1766-1841).
This is, of course, the collector-some have said the vandal-responsible for the
famous "Elgin Marbles," upon which, and the controversies consequent thereto, rests
his fame. Few people could exceed Lord Elgin in the matter of a liberal interpretation,
for to the firman granted him by the Porte "to take away any pieces of stone with
old inscriptions or figures thereon" he gave the widest latitude.
In no other account, other than Farington's Diary, have I seen mention of Lord
Elgin's vicarious interest in sports.
He was born 20 July, 1766; died 14 Nov., 1841.
SIR WALTER FARQUHAR (1738-1819). A native of Scotland, Farquhar received his
education at Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Glasgow and then joined the Medical Service
of the British army. Later he settled in London and became a very successful apothe-
cary, a vocation which, following the receipt of a medical degree from Aberdeen in
1796, led to his acquiring an extensive medical practise, sponsored largely by the
Duchess of Gordon. Said to have the "wisdom of the serpent and the harmlessness
of the dove," he was! in constant attendance upon Pitt during the last four months
of his life, and for this he received by bequest 1000 guineas, even though his prescrip-
tion of a "mutton Chop highly peppered at two oClock-" each day failed to effect its
purpose and preserve the statesman. Farquhar was said to have been "very acute in
recommending available medicines" once others had reached, a diagnosis. He died in
London on 30 Mar., 1819.
JESSE FOOT (1744-1826). This was the elder of the two London surgeons of the
name. Born in Wiltshire and educated in London, he spent some time in the West
Indies and in Russia, where, as he afterwards was fond of saying, he became "a privi-
leged practitioner of the College of St. Petersburg." A prolific writer, he became
the enemy of John Hunter and of all his works, never neglecting any opportunity to
criticize or defame Hunter. He was, however, a successful surgeon, and, at his house
in Salisbury St., Soho, he conducted a large practise for many years, and was always
ready to raise questions of malpractise on the part of his colleagues.
GEORGE FORDYCE (1736-1802), only son of George Fordyce, was born at Aberdeen
18 Nov., 1736. He was a precocious lad, receiving his M.A. from Aberdeen when
he was but 14 years old. At Edinburgh he studied under Cullen, and gained his M.D.
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wherein he proved to be a forceful teacher. For almost 30 years he lectured from
7 to 10 A. M. on six days a week, often after having spent the night without rest with
some of his convivial cronies.
Burroughs called him "a man of great knowledge" but some of his peculiarities
were such that he had difficulty in building up an extensive practise. He was wholly
lacking in the formal manners expected of the profession, and in his dress he was
most casual. He believed that one meal a day best suited the human constitution,
and for 20 years or more he conformed to his belief, repairing regularly to Dolly's
Chophouse in Paternoster Row for a meal which was, indeed, gargantuan and attended
by ample quantities of drink (his waiter informed, him that he owed for ". . . two
Half pints, a Pint, and a Bottle).
Fordyce contributed many medical papers of worth, and Surgeon Hill reported
that Fordyce autopsied all of his patients in order to ascertain the cause of paralysis,
findding that "in 99 out of 100 it was caused by a blood vessel in the brain having
broke, & discharged more or less blood."
Dr. Fordyce died of gout and complications at his house in Essex Street, Strand,
on 25 May, 1802.
CHARLES JAMES Fox (1749-1806), 3rd son of Henry Fox, 1st Lord Holland, was born
24 Jan., 1749. Eton and Oxford contributed but little to his education, aside from a
study of the classics. After a youthful career of "splendid dissipation" he entered
Parliament in 1768, and almost immediately gambled away the family fortune, and
despite his transactions with the money-lenders in his "Jerusalem chamber" he was
supported throughout the balance of his life through the interest of wealthy friends.
Opposition to George III., to Lord North, to Shelburne, to Pitt, and to a bath,
in fact, to almost all aside from Burke and Mrs. Armistead, made Fox both noted
and notorious. Yet, to those who supported him he was always "the great Charles
James." He died at Chiswick 13 Sept., 1806, despite the efforts of "Dr. Mayo,
Drs. Cline, Mosely, Vaughan, and Hawkins, and Mr. Taggart."
SIR PHILIP FRANCIS (1740-1818). Whether this native of Dublin was, in fact, the
author of th-e Letters of Junius has not yet, I believe, been fully established, though
Farington, and certainly Samuel Lysons, accepted the fact. Madam D'Arblay suggests
that Francis was given his post on the Bengal Council to get him out of the country,
adding "Certain it is that after his appointment to India, Junius was heard of no
more." It would seem that he might well have been the author, for a large part of
his life was spent in controversy. One such quarrel, in India, led Francis into a duel
with Warren Hastings, and the wound he then received could only have led Francis
to exhibit "an inveteracy of hatred such as to disgust those who think liberally" when
Hastings was placed on trial before the House of Lords.
ROBERT FULTON (1765-1815), born of Irish parents at Little Britain, Lancaster Co.,
Pennsylvania, was apprenticed, when very young, to a Philadelphia jeweller. But
his ambitions were to become an artist, and to this end he went, when 22 years of
age, to London to study under his fellow Pennsylvanian, Benjamin West. Some of
those with whom he had contact in London prevailed upon him to devote his energies
to engineering and invention and forego an uncertain future in art. Having removed
to Paris, he constructed and demonstrated his Nautilus, and in Paris also, in 1803,
he became the first to propel a boat by steam-power.
His subsequent history in the United States, where he failed to gain support for
his submarine, but where, with Robert Livingstone, he built the Clermont and the
first steam warship, the Fulton, is well known.
He died at New York 24 Feb., 1815.
NATHANIEL GODBOLD. No attempt has been made to identify this gentleman beyond
what is recorded by Farington in the Diary and in an editorial footnote. On 23 Nov.,
1798, Farington wrote: ". . . Godbold, the Proprietor of a celebrated Quack Medicine.
He . . . for ten years successively cleared £10,000 a year by it, but now does not make
above £3,000 a year. He was formerly a gingerbread baker. Shee said He sometime
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Surrey. The House is said to have cost him, building £30,000. He is a sociable
hospitable fellow, but illiterate & vulgar in Conversation."
To this, the editor of the Diary adds: "a mural tablet in Godalming Church per-
petuates the memory of Nathaniel Godbold and his Vegetable Balsam. The inscription
runs: 'Sacred to the memory of Nathaniel Godbold, the inventor of that admirable
medicine for Consumption and Asthmas-The Vegetable Balsam-who departed this
life Dec. 17th, 1799. Hic cineris-ubique Fama."'
"Godbold's syrup is honey and vinegar . . . the simple Oxymel of the shops."
(Med. & Phys. J., 1804,11, 556.)
JOHN GuLLY (1783-1863) is an example of opportunities accepted. Successively a
butcher, prisoner, prize-fighter, book-maker, owner of race horses, colliery proprietor,
and member of Parliament, Gully was born at the Crown Inn, of which his father
was proprietor, on the road from Bath to Bristol in the town of Wick. Young Gully
became briefly a butcher at Bath, but business failing, he became an inmate of King's
Bench prison, London. Some prior demonstrations of fistic ability led to a visit,
while in jail, by the "Game Chicken" (that is, Henry Pearce, then champion of
England) for professional purposes. Gully lost the fight, but the onlookers paid his
debts in order that he might be free to fight the Game Chicken once more, which he
did, only to meet defeat again after 64 rounds. Pearce then retired from the ring,
leaving Gully, now proprietor of the Plough Inn in Lincoln's Inn Fields, the recognized
champion. Bouts with Bob Gregson and with the redoubtable Tom Cribb enabled
him to embark on a betting career, and his success here led to his owning a stable that
made him thrice winner of the Derby. He acquired a landed estate, was elected to
Parliament, became the father of 24 children, and died at Durham in 1863.
SIR HENRY HALFORD (1766-1844) was the 2nd son of Dr. James Vaughan, a physician
of Leicester. Born at Leicester 2 Oct., 1766, he studied at Oxford, where he obtained
his M.D. in 1791, and later at Edinburgh. Borrowing £1000, apparently on no security,
he went to London, where his formal manner and aristocratic bearing quickly attracted
a group of influential friends. Despite the fact that he was vain and haughty, and,
as Creevey says, "the damnedest conceited fellow in the world' he was elected physi-
cian to Middlesex Hospital and appointed physician to the King in 1793, and made
a Fellow of the Royal College in 1794. A friend of Roy-alty, he attended George III.,
George IV., William IV., and Queen Victoria. By 1800 his practise had so increased
that he gave up his hospital appointment and upon the death of Baillie he became the
leading practitioner in London. Lady Denbigh, widow of his mother's cousin, Sir
Charles Halford, left him a large property, whereupon he assumed the name of
Halford, and came to be known as the "eel-backed baronet."
In a day of gout, it would appear that Halford gained much favor through describ-
ing the cases encountered as "exactly like the King's" and, as Lady Jerningham asserts,
recommending for "suppressed gout" Eau Medicinale, which "included all the virtues
of all the quack medicines." (Med. & Phys. J., 1810, 24, 351.)
Proud of his ability to write Latin verse (with false quantities), proud of the fact
that he possessed, the 4th cervical vertebra of the beheaded Charles I., proud of the
fact that he was President of the Royal College of Physicians for 24 consecutive years,
he gave the Gold-Headed Cane to the College, and died- 9 Mar., 1844.
SIR EVERARD HOME (1756-1832), son of the Army Surgeon Robert Boyne Home, was
born at Hull 6 May, 1756. He became a pupil of John Hunter, who married Home's
only sister, and assisted him in much of his anatomical work. He qualified at
Surgeon's Hall in 1778, and was appointed to the Naval Hospital at Plymouth as
Assistant-Surgeon. As Staff-Surgeon he went to Jamaica, to return in 1784 and
again take up his work with Hunter. When the latter became ill in 1786, Home took
over Hunter's practise and he made his home with Hunter until 1792, and became his
executor. All of this association with Hunter led to a train of events which have cast
a shadow over the reputation of Home; at least, a situation developed which still
remains unexplained. Apparently Home, who was a prolific writer of papers, both
good and worthless, made considerable use of Hunter's notes and records and when
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He was very active in the affairs of the College of Surgeons, and, probably because
of his relationship to Hunter, he wielded great influence there, an influence not always
beneficial. His eagerness to attend duels (Lord de Dunstanville vs. Sir Christopher
Hawkins, Lord Camelford vs. Mr. Best) is mentioned in Farington's Diary.
This "good practical surgeon" died 31 Aug., 1832. He had been much interested
in lunacy, and had attended gratis the invalids of St. Martin's in the Fields on con-
dition that "when any of the persons in the workhouse died insane, He should have
their skulls for examination, & He found in them the brain in a state more thickened
than in persons not so affected." (Diary.)
OZIAs HUMPHREY, R.A. (1742-1810) was a highly competent miniature painter,
sharing this field of art with Cosway. He was born at Honiton in 1842 and gained
his education at the Grammar School of that place. Arrived in London, Humphrey
won the favor of Sir Joshua Reynolds, with whom he was ambitious to compete. In
this rivalry he failed, whereupon he went to India to build up his fortunes, but in this
he was not overly successful, and upon his return to London he turned to crayon, but
in this in turn, despite his clear abilities, he did not succeed.
John Taylor, in Records of My Life, comments thatHumphrey was "too fond of
interlarding his conversation with accounts of his connexion with nobility, and seemed
to think nothing worth recording that was of plebeian origin," yet Baker told Farington
that Humphrey's father was a Honiton barber, whose indigent widow was taught to
make lace and later kept a little shop and sold wine in small quantitites "perhaps two
or three pipes in a year." The truth is that Humphrey could well boast of his ancestry,
but for some generations they had been reduced in circumstances by misfortune.
The most characteristic anecdote relating to Humphrey is the care which he took
to insure that proper attention be paid to his death. Faririgton says: "The evening
before He died He desired that immediately after His death a person shd. be sent
to Mr. West with His compliments, & to inform Him that He was dead. According,
a man called upon West the following morning with the message as thus stated."
Not only was the President of the Royal Academy to be advised of his demise, but
Humphrey "arranged to have his obituary notice sent to Mr. Taylor of the Sun office,
and inform Him of it," adding that "He knew Mr Taylor wd. not let Him go out
of the world witht. giving s'ome notice of Him to the public. ." Humphrey knew.
Taylor, in his Records, says: "I complied with his wish, and inserted a tribute of
respect . . . in The Sun newspaper, which seemed to be satisfactory to his relatives."
"Ozias Humphrey died on Friday morning last the 9th inst. at 6 oClock, at His
apartments at Mrs. Spicer's in Thornhaugh St." (Farington's Diary, 11 Mar., 1810.)
JOHN HUNTER (1728-1793) is so well known that comment is hardly called for. But
it may not be out of place to point out that this man, who became one of the greatest
figures in English medicine, was an almost complete failure as a scholar in his boy-
hood. Born 13 Feb., 1728, in the parish of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire, the youngest
of a family of 10 children, he was sent at the age of 17 to Glasgow to become a
cabinet-maker. But on to London he went in 1748 to his brother William's, where he
found a chance to help at dtissections. Thus began a most productive career, one which
gained him lasting recognition in both surgery and physiology, and, equally important,
one which provided him with an opportunity to train a group of house-pupils who
became leaders in London medicine.
He died 16 Oct., 1793. Farington records (17 Oct., 1793) "Much concerned at an
account in the newspaper of the death of John Hunter, the eminent Surgeon, to
whom I was greatly obliged in the course of last summer for his advice, &c., on
account of an incested tumour on my back, which he removed. Mr. Hunter was in
the Council Room at St. George's Hospital and was suddenly taken ill, and being
carried home in a closed chair expired about two o'clock. He mentioned to me once
that he had some obstruction or complaint about his heart which he was well assured
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DANIEL LAMBERT (1770-1809) was, as his tombstone at Leicester proclaims, a "prodigy
in Nature." Onetime gaoler at Leicester, his financial affairs became involved and
to quiet his creditors he consented to repair to London where, at 53 Piccadilly he could
"receive company"-for a fee. Contemporary records affirm that, with a weight of
52 stone, 11 pounds, and a girth of 9 feet 4 inches, he had attained the "acme of mortal
hugeness."
SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE, R.A. (1769-1830) was born at Bristol, 4 May, 1769, the
youngest of the 16 children of the landlord of the White Lion in Broad Street. With
practically no schooling, his early years were spent in acting, drawing, and fighting,
more or less as an attraction to the inn. His ability at drawing impressed many
important personages who stopped at the inn, and before he was 12 years old, he was
proprietor of a well-patronized studio at Bath. When 17 or 18 years of age he went
to London, and shortly thereafter his father, who succeeded in making a failure of
all his ventures, together with the rest of the family came to live with him and be
supported by his efforts.
Lawrence was a handsome man, with excellent manners, and an ability to charm
by his conversational powers, and these qualities, coupled with his artistic accomplish-
ments gained for him many influential patrons, including royalty itself, whereby he
became involved in what was, at the time, called "the delicate investigation." Going
abroad he executed many commissions, and when he returned to London, on 20 Mar.,
1820, Benjamin West having died, he was elected President of the Royal Society on
the evening of his return.
He received many honors, and he had much employment, for which he charged
high fees, but although his income was large he never was free from pecuniary worries
in spite of Farington's best efforts to control his expenditures. When he died on
7 Jan., 1830, his estate hardly covered his debts.
PHILIPPE JACQUES DE LOUTHERBURGH, R.A. (1740-1812) finds frequent mention in the
Diary and apparently his voice carried considerable influence in Academy affairs;
certainly he caused some consternation among the members by the statement that
"He washes himself over every morning." Although he was so near-sighted that he
could never see his canvas in its entirety he attained notable success as a painter of
landscapes and marines.
He gave his own biographical account to Farington, who records it thus: "Louther-
burgh told us He was born in the year 1740. That he had a Hot Head & a strong
mind, and being at an early age His own master, He gave way to many singularities
and extravagances. His family came originally from Lithuania, but have during
several centuries settled in the Canton of Berne; and that they were formerly possessed
of letters of nobility. He sd. He was born at Basle & was educated at Strasburgh.
His father was an Engraver... Loutherburgh was intended to have been an Engineer,
but after the death of his father, He being only 15 years old, He went to Paris to
study painting under Carlo Vanlo. . ." This story differs somewhat from the account
of him in the D.N.B., which states that he was born 31 Oct., 1740, at Fulda, Germany,
of a Polish family, his father being a miniature painter.
Loutherburgh was brought to England by Garrick, who employed him for some
years at the Drury Lane at making designs for stage scenery. Friendship with the
parsimonious Margrave of Anspach did him small service. With his wife, Louther-
bourgh became intensely interested in mysticism, and he spent considerable effort in
a search for the philosopher's stone. A firm believer in Cagliostro and Mesmer, he
believed that his wife had strong powers of prophecy and of effecting faith cures, one
failure on her part leading to an attack by a mob that narrowly missed being fatal.
Curiously enough, in 1803, he advocated the "scorched-earth" policy as the best defense
England could offer should the French make a successful landing.
Loutherburgh died at his home 13 Hammersmith Terrace, 11 Mar., 1812.
The OLD DR. LYSONS of Bath, was doubtless Daniel Lysons, M.D. (1727-1800), who
was born 21 Mar., 1727, the eldest son of Daniel and Elizabeth (Mee) Lysons of
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M.D. in 1769, some years after he had been in practise at Gloucester and later at Bath.
At the latter place he was elected Physician to the Bath General Hospital.
Dr. Lysons published several papers dealing with Inoculation, with Fevers, etc., and
died at Bath on 20 Mar., 1800.
SAmUEL LysoNs (1763-1819), the antiquary, was the 2nd son of Samuel Lysons,
rector of Rodcmorton and Cherrington, Gloucestershire. He was born 17 May, 1763.
After preliminary schooling at Bath he went, in 1784, to London to study law under
Mr. Walton of the Inner Temple. He was called to the bar in 1798, and shortly
afterward he was introduced by Sir Joseph Banks to George III., with whom he
became a favorite. In 1803 he was appointed Keeper of the Records in the Tower
of London, and, he ceased the practise of law.
Lysons was an artist of some skill, exhibiting at the Royal Academy and illustrating
with etchings the "Environs of London" written! by his brother Daniel Lysons (1762-
1834). From the time that he assumed the post of Antiquary Professor, in 1818, at
the Royal Academy he appears frequently in Farington's Diary, and the diarist was
much concerned over Lysons' health. As is stated in the Diary, he died 29 June,
1819, at Cirencester. Lysons published several works dealing with antiquities, the
most important of which was his "Reliquiae Brittanico-Romanae" upon which he
labored for 25 years.
THOMAS MONRO (1759-1833) was the youngest son of Dr. John Monro, physician to
Bethlehem Hospital, and to this post Thomas succeeded in 1792, to be in turn succeeded
in 1816 by his son Edward Thomas Monro.
Thomas Monro was born in London and received his early education at Stanmore
under the celebrated Dr. Parr. Later he attended Oxford, from which he received
his M.D. in 1787.
Farington was a frequent guest of Dr. Monro, and has much to say about him in
his Diary, for the Doctor was a great patron of the arts and would send his carriage
to carry Farington to Bushey, where the diarist was accustomed to gather much
information on medical subjects. Apparently, Farington was quite impressed when
Monro told him that "the Doctors were obliged to the Methodists for many [cases of
insanity], filling the mind with gloomy ideas and apprehensions of damnation. . ."
In 1811, Monro was one of the "Mad Doctors" in attendance upon the King; in
1816 the investigation into the conduct of "Bedlam Hospital for Lunaticks" caused
Monro no little concern; and in 1820 Monro informed Farington that "he proposed to
make Bushey his residence," and "that he had arrived at a period of life when it
became fit for him to devote his mind to serious reflection."
This he did, and at Bushey Monro died 14 May, 1833.
MR. MORRIS, who saw more clearly than did Perceval the value of Jenner's work, and
who wished to see Jenner more properly rewarded, was Mr. Edward Morris, member
for Newport.
JOSEPH NOLLEKENS, R.A. (1737-1823) was a sculptor of considerable merit and a
man of highly individualistic tendencies. For many years he was "in the fashion"
and he is said to have accumulated more than £200,000 through the simple process of
gaining all that he could and spending nothing. His income was not derived solely
from his busts and masks, for the young "Joey [who] was so honest that he could be
trusted to stone the raisins" became in time an accomplished smuggler, openly boasting
that the cast of Sterne "held my lace ruffles that I went to Court in when I came
from Rome."
The Nollekens household-dominated by the "scorny" (Nollekens' own description)
wife, who because of a friendship with Dr. Johnson "was above the fleeting whimsies
of depraved elegance"-surely had no counterpart in London. Bronze, the servant,
Cerberus, the dog, and "Little Nolly" himself seem to have been constantly on the
verge of starvation, for the nutmegs Nollekens was able to pocket at the Academy
meetings could hardly sustain them all. Coals were meticulously counted, soap never
entered into the household economy, and of a night it was necessary to rap at least
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To Nollekens at No. 9 Mortimer Street, Carlisle was in almost constant attendance
throughout the last years of Nollekens' life, and among the 15 codicils appended to
Nollekens' will was one reading: "I desire that Mr. Carlisle the Surgent be presented
with a note of fifty pounds for his attendance on me."
GEORGE PEARSON (1751-1828), born at Rotherham, Yorkshire, the son of John Pearson,
apothecary, obtained his M.D. at Edinburgh in 1778 and then removed to London after
practising for a time at Doncaster. For many years he was a popular lecturer on
chemistry and materia medica. Along with William Woodville, he was among the
first to see the value of Jenner's discovery. After considerable experimentation and
much correspondence he established, with himself at the head, the Vaccine Institution
in Golden Square. In this Institute Jenner was offered an honorary post as Corre-
sponding Physician, a position which was declined. When Parliament awarded a
grant to Jenner and failed to recognize Pearson and Woodville in a like fashion,
Pearson became violent in his attacks on Jenner and on his right to priority to the
discovery of the practical application of vaccination.
He died from a fall down stairs at his house in Hanover Square on 9 Nov., 1828.
SPENCER PERCEVAL (1762-1812). Born 1 Nov., 1762, in Audley Square, London, the
2nd son of John, the 2nd Earl of Egmont, Perceval was destined for the political
scene. Called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1786, he became an eloquent speaker and
acquired fame through his speeches in support of Pitt. An ardent opponent of Catholic
Emancipation, a speech on this subject led to the fall of Grenville and the formation
of an administration under the Duke of Portland, in which Perceval was Chancellor
of the Exchequer. A few years later Perceval became Prime Minister, a post which
he held until he was shot, on 11 May, 1812, by the bankrupt and insane Bellingham.
HENRY PETTY (HENRY PETTY FITZMAURICE LANSDOWNE, 1780-1863), Chancellor of
the Exchequer, who failed to bring the claim for a reward to Jenner to an early
action, was the 2nd son of the Marquess of Lansdowne, and in 1818 he became the
3rd Marquess of Lansdowne. Apparently he had failed in other respects also, for
Farington writes: "Lord Henry Petty, who it seems has since He accepted the Office
of Chancellor of the Exchequer, rather disappointed the expectations which were
formed of Him. Malone sd. that He did not either at School, or at the University,
manifest superior parts, but He was diligent in study, evidently with the view to be a
[political] character. His Father also sent him for a time to one of the Universities
in Scotland. Family interest has done much for Him, being nephew to General Fitz-
patrick, and first Cousin to Lord Holland."
"PETER PINDAR" (JOHN WOLCOT, 1738-1819). The son of Alexander Wolcot, surgeon
of Dodbrooke, Devonshire, he studied medicine under his uncle John Wolcot and
received his M.D. from Aberdeen in 1767. In 1769 he entered orders, but he returned
to medicine in 1772 as a physician at Truro, where, as Farington says, "he became
obnoxious to many persons by writing verses lampooning them."
Thus, though qualified for both medicine and the Church, it was in neither of these
fields that he gained his reputation, for, as he said of himself, his mind was "a mixture
of grandeur and humour." In 1781 he went to London, apparently in the hope that
he could live upon a half of the earnings of John Opie the painter. But this arrange-
ment proved unsatisfactory. However, he gained a place as the greatest satirist of
the period by attacks upon all of those who differed from him in any respect, carrying
this to the point where he contemplated demanding from the government a pension
of £300 a year for suppressing what he might have written against them. Possibly
the sound thrashing received from William Gifford influenced his views.
Peter Pindar's prescription for a long life-"Fire, Flannel, and Brandy"-finally
failed him.
WILLIAM PIrr (1759-1806) is too well known to require any explanatory note. Suf-
fice it to say that he was the second son of the elder William Pitt, Earl of Chatham,
and that he was brought up on port wine and educated by that George Prettyman,
who, it has been said, wrote of Pitt "the Worst biographical work of its size in the
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becoming at the age of 24 the Prime Minister of England. Henceforth, he was leader
of the "Pittites," and, according to Creevey "the enemy of mankind," and of whom he
could only pray "God continue Fox's prudence and Pitt's gout.' He did.
JEANNE FRANCOISE JULIE ADELAIDE RECAMIER (1777-1849). Born a Bernard at
Lyons on 4 Dec., 1777, she married at 15 the much older banker Jacques Recamier.
Nothing short of genius enabled her to maintain her salon for so long throughout the
consulate without disaster, although at length she was exiled from Paris by Napoleon.
A great many literary and political figures-Bernadotte, Madame de Stael, Benjamin
Constant, Murat, Chateaubriand, to mention but a few of the ill-assorted group-were
her friends. Her reputation was wide, but possibly Farington's interest in her famed
bed-room was largely due to the fact that, through some magic, scandal had almost
passed her by in an era when those who dominated Parisian salons were choice subjects
for coffee-house discussion.
HENRY REVELL REYNOLDS (1745-1811), son of John Reynolds, was born at Laxton,
Nottinghamshire, 26 Sept., 1745, one month after the death of his father. He studied
at Oxford, Cambridge, and Edinburgh, receiving his M.B. at Cambridge in 1768, his
M.D. in 1773. He practised for a time at Guildford, Surrey. (So says the D.N.B.,
quoting Munk. But Farington states that Horace Hone told him that he had known
Reynolds for 35 years, and that he was "a native of Surrey, and first practised
medicine at Godalming in that County.")
In 1772 he went to London, living in Lamb's Conduit Street, and in the following
year he became physician to the Middlesex Hospital, transferring to St. Thomas's
Hospital in 1777. Here he remained until 1783, when his extensive private practise
caused him to resign his hospital post. His professional attendance upon George III.
favored the extension of his practice, and at the same time, doubtless contributed to
his death, on 22 Oct., 1811, at his house in Bedford Square, of what Simpson, the
Apothecary, had diagnosed as a "universal Rheumatism ... and a constitution break-
ing up."
Opinions of Reynolds and of his abilities seem to have varied widely; many
regarded him as the most accomplished; and capable physician of his day, while the
somewhat caustic Carlisle called him "a weak man, & consequently not a man capable
of judging in cases where sagacity & penetration are necessary," and Mrs. John
Offley asserted that when Reynolds was called in to attend her husband, he "talked
more abt. Himself & His own complaints, than abt. His Patient's . . . even to making
Dr. Baillie weary." In the "application of medicines he was fertile in resource,"
and "in his prescriptions he introduced something for every symptom and even every
inconvenience."
GEORGE ROMNEY (1734-1802), born 15 Dec., 1734, son of a Lancashire cabinet-maker,
passed from wood-carving to painting via a period during which he became an
itinerant two-guinea portrait painter. When, at the age of 27, he had acquired a
wife and family and some £100 he left them behind while he sought his fortune in
London. Fortune was attained; indeed, for a time London was, according to Lord
Thurlow, divided into two factions, the Romney faction and that dominated by
Joshua Reynolds.
Many of Romney's works are well known and portray the fascinating and fateful
Lady Hamilton; less well known is his picture of Ne-wton making experiments with
a prism.
Always shiftless and instable, he left his Hampstead studio in 1799, broken in health,
to return to his native Kendal and his deserted wife. He died 15 Nov., 1802.
SIR JOHN SAUNDERS SEBRIGHT (1767-1846), 7th baronet, was born 23 May, 1767, and
proved to be a country squire with ideas far in advance of his time. His career,
after he became a member of Parliament for Hertfordshire, was such as to cause no
surprise that he should sponsor the effort to gain financial recognition for Jenner.
Improvement in agricultural methods, in education, in the condition of the poor, and
in many such social causes characterized his activity throughout. He died 15 Apr.,
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GEORGE STEEVENS (1736-1800), the Shakespearian commentator, was born 10 May,
1736, the son of the East Indiaman captain, and turned out to be an excellent example
of the scholar without benefit of college degree. Inheriting a mod-erate fortune, he
settled at Hampstead, just outside of London, and there he remained throughout his
life, to die, unmarried, 22 Jan., 1800. Daily from his Hampstead home he was accus-
tomed to sally forth each morning before 7 o'clock, with a nosegay attached; to his
cane, on his walk to London to make the rounds of his literary acquaintances, the
publishers, the book-shops, and the auction rooms. The nosegay was for Sir Joseph
Banks, one of the few whose enmity did not preclude such favors. His annotated
edition of Shakespeare and other literary works led him into bitter controversy with
all of the scholars and writers of his day, gave full play to the expression of his
temper and his general perversity, and enabled Dr. Johnson (who later, by will, gave
him his watch) to say that "He came to live the life of an outlaw."
SWAINSON, "the Proprietor of 'Velno's Vegetable Syrup,' the sale of which now
produces him on an average £5000 a year . . . was formerly a Woollen Draper &
purchased the secret of this Vegetable Syrup, the material part of which is said to be
'goose-grass'-a known anti-scorbutic. Swainson had a good education & is well
acquainted with the Greek & Latin languages. He has a House & grounds at Twicken-
ham, where He has made a botanic garden of considerable extent & containing rare
plants." This statement from the Diary (23 Nov., 1798) exhausts my knowledge of
this gentleman.
HENRY VAUGHAN. (See Sir Henry Halford.) Vaughan changed his name by act of
Parliament in 1809, and on 27 Sept. of that year he was created a baronet, but, as
Lady Jerningham wrote to Lady Bedingfeld, he was ". . . as Pleasing and attentive
as before his Royalties, and I really think a very excellent Physician."
HORACE WALPOLE, 4th Earl of Orford (1717-1797), needs, of course, no identification,
nor is it surprising that he should comment on Farington's sale of his paintings, for
the "oracle of Strawberry Hill" commented on everything that came within his knowl-
edge, and few items of social scandal, political struggle, and literary effort escaped
him. "The best letter-writer in the English language" would surely have been
eminently successful as a columnist had his day recognized such a vocation. It has
been said that he was never without a pen at hand, and, indeed, several works of merit
resulted, the while he gathered at Strawberry Hill his extraordinary collection of
curiosities. Born at London 24 Sept., 1717, he died at his home in Berkeley Square,
"after 80 years of gout," on 2 Mar., 1797.
MR. WEBB. Of this gentleman, who was "in the Whig interest," I have found nothing
beyond what Farington has to offer in commenting upon the election of Bransby
Cooper. "Mr. Webb is Son of Captn. Webb who commanded the London East
Indiaman, & was Himself at one period Member for Gloucester."
BENJAMIN WEST (1738-1820) was that Pennsylvania Quaker who became the leading
English historical painter and the much-harried President of the Royal Academy for a
period of 28 years. A continuous round of "in-favor-out-of-favor" with his professional
brothers and with George III. kept him in a state of turmoil, uncertainty, and fear,
which may have contributed, to that condition which West defined as "gout all over,"
although Farington suggests that contributory may have been the fact that at dinner
he ate "Turtle Soup, Whiting, Cod, Teal, roast pork, pudding, & pye, and drank well
of wine."
None of the biographical notices of West present the picture of his abilities and
his confusions as does the Diary, and had it not been for counsel and guidance from
Farington West's career might have been quite different and he might well have
gone to the Devil, as the King wished, "that he would have no occasion to inquire
after him."
He was born at Springfield, Pennsylvania, 10 Oct., 1738, and died in London
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WILLIAM WILBERFORCE (1759-1833), the only son of Robert Wilberforce, was born
at Hull on 24 Aug., 1759. He was weak physically, and despite the fact that his
scholastic record is not of the best, he was possessed of rich mental endowments,
which were in a fair way of remaining undisclosed through the gay life followed
prior to his election to the House of Commons in 1780.
He allied himself with Pitt, altered his mode of life, and absorbed more uncompli-
mentary adjectives than any man of his day. Farington's comment concerning him
has been quoted.
Wilberforce became known as the "great philanthropist" and the "pleader for lost
causes," but the count shows that many of his causes were not lost. He fought for
anti-slavery, for better schools, for religious instruction of children, for increasing
the salaries of curates, for parliamentarv reform, and for Catholic emancipation.
He died at London 29 July, 1833.
FRANCIS WILLIS (1718-1807). Opinions on the character and the abilities of Francis
Willis, one of the so-called "Mad Doctors," could not have been more divergent had
he been a politician rather than a preacher turned physician. Dominated by his
father, the Vicar of Lincoln Cathedral, young Willis took holy orders, the while
reading in medicine. This he practised for a time without benefit of a license, but
in 1759 Oxford gave him his M.B. and M.D.
He opened a hospital for mental cases at Lincoln, and gained some reputation,
so that when George III. had his first attack of madness, Willis was called in, much
to the discomfiture of the regular physicians. The latter considered him "not much
better than a mountebank, and not far different from some of those that are confined
to his house." But to this, Fanny Burney (Madam D'Arblay) did not agree, for in
her Diary anid Correspondence she calls him "a man of ten thousand; open, honest,
dauntless, light-hearted, innocent, and high-minded," and this verdict is confirmfed by
Hannah More who wrote of him as "the very image of simplicity, quite a good, plain,
old-fashioned country parson." The recovery of the King in 1789 gave Willis (and
his son) a great reputation. He died 5 Dec., 1807, at Gretford.
RIcHARD WILSON (1714-1782). Born 1 Aug., 1714, at Penegoes, Montgomeryshire,
Wilson was sent at th-e age of 15 to London to study under the portrait painter
Thomas Wright. While in Italy (1749-1756) he became interested in landscape.
His Niobe, painted in 1760 gave him reputation but little employment, though he
became one of the first members of the Royal Academy. Wilson's suggestion that the
King might purchase one of his pictures on the installment plan lost him court
patronage, and furnishes an example of that rare ability to give offense which made,
at one time or another, everyone his enemy. From Covent Garden through Fitzroy
Square, to Norton Street, to Great Titchfield St., and finally to Tottenham Court
Road he migrated in an ever diminishing scale of living, reaching the point where his
chief customers were the pawn-brokers and he was unable to purchase paints and
brushes to meet the rare commission he obtained.
In 1776 he was given the post of Librarian at the Royal Academy, and some time
later a brother bequeathed him a small estate in Wales, where he died at Colomondie
15 May, 1782.
Farington was Wilson's most important pupil, and although he suffered great hard-
ship, the prophecy of Peter Pindar has been justified. Peter Pindar wrote:
"But, honest Wilson, never mind;
Immortal praises thou shall find,
And for a dinner have no cause to fear.
Thou start'st at my prophetic rhymes:
Don't be impatient for those times;
Wait till thou hast been dead a hundred year."